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Test problem -  complex electromagnetics structure of a 9 pole microwave combline filter. The 
filter is designed for the GSM band and has three coaxial cross couplings. Combline  resonators 
consist of posts with drilled  holes and screws. 
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Finite Element Method (FEM) is an advanced method for solving large partial differential equations, which is often used in 
computational electromagnetic, solid mechanics, molecular dynamics, fluid dynamics. Generation of sparse finite-element 
matrices  (S – stiffness matrix, T – mass matrix) and solution of large sparse system of linear equations are two the most 
time-consuming phases of the Finite Element Method: 
 

(S  - k0
2 * T) x = b  

  Steps of the iterative finite-element matrix-generation process that consist   
  several levels of parallelization [1-3]. Generation of submatrices (Si, Ti) on    
  multiple GPUs : 
 a) Numerical integration (NI) produces local element matrices Te, Se:   

  parallel implementation of dense matrix computations (products,   
additions for real and complex data) on GPU  
  parallel mixed Gaussian quadrature 
  one stream assigned to one medium represented by magnetic / electric 
permeability (ur / er) that can be real or complex scalars and tensors.  

 b) Matrix assembly:  
 COO – parallel sparse matrix assembly to a Coordinate format 
     CRS – unique parallel implementation of the sparse submatrix (Si, Ti) 

conversion from COO to CRS format with elimination of duplicates 
     c) Parallel addition of the submatrices for real- and complex-valued data 

using a fast multithreaded procedure on a CPU (S = S + Si, T = T + Ti) 

Multiple GPUs iterative algorithm:  
   >> TEST PROBLEM: 287 044 tetrahedra, 5mln unknowns  
        (medium – real scalar) 
 More GPU RAM leads to the shorten matrix generation time 
due to:  
+ more tetrahedra are processed in parallel on a GPU in a single iteration 

+ more duplicates are eliminated during COO->CRS conversion on a GPU 

+ less data is transferred between GPU and CPU 

+ parallel addition of the submatrices on a CPU operates on a smaller number 
of nonzero elements. 

 With Telsa K40 only 4 iterations are required to process 287044 
tetrahedra in finite-element matrix-generation 

 Tesla K40 vs. K20 (1.25x faster computations, 1.5x faster transfer) 

Mixed Gaussian quadrature impact on NI/MatGen performance 

Workstation :  GPU: 1x Tesla K40, CPU:  2x Intel Xeon Sandy  Bridge  E5-2687W (16 cores, HT-on 32 threads) 

Main advantages of our approaches: 
 Concurrent  computations on multiple GPUs and multiple CPUs’ cores  
 Techniques to overcome the low memory size limitation of the GPU RAM memory 
 Concurrent streams applied (one stream assigned to one medium while performing the num. integration) 
 Optimizations: mixed Gaussian quadrature, symmetry  
 Double and single precision for real- and complex-valued arithmetics 

where: k0 is the wavenumber,  b represents the excitation, x is the vector of amplitudes of  basis functions.  

The goal of our work is to reduce the time taken by generation of  large sparse linear matrices in the 
finite element method using higher order elements for losslesslossless, , lossylossy  and tensorand tensor  mediummedium    on 

multiple GPUs. 

Numerical integration (details): 
I. ur / er – all tetrahedra are assigned to one 
of three medium types depending  
on theirs magnetic / electric permeability 
properties: a) real scalars and tensors 
b) complex scalars c) complex tensors. 

II. Mixed quadratures - for „weakly” curvilinear tetrahedra a lower order Gauss 
quadrature (6th order, Q=24 points) can be applied (the number of computations can be 
reduced without significant loss of solution accuracy), while for “strongly” curvilinear 
tetrahedra a higher order Gauss quadrature (10th order, Q=81 points) is applied. 
 

III. Se, Te are symmetric - our generation process may produce general or symmetric 
global stiffness and mass matrices (S, T) 

* In our implementation different kernels and streams are dedicated to each medium type. 

Matrix Size 806 811 5 079 849 
Curvilinear tetrahedra 49 854 287 044 

„Weak” 41 % 76 % 
„Strong” 59 % 24 % 

Num. Integration (Q=24) 0.5 sec. 3.0 sec.  
Num. Integration (Q=81) 1.8 sec. 10.1 sec. 

Num. Integration (Q=24/81)     1.3 sec.       4.8 sec. 

NI SPEEDUP 1.4x  2.1x  

MatGen 1.3x  1.5x  

+ The higher discretization, the more „weak” curvilinear tetrahedra, which with the concept of mixed quadrature leads to the 
reduction of no. of  operations and the reduction of the time taken by numerical integration (NI) in entire matrix-generation. 
+ High solution accuracy (mean relative errors for S11   = 1e-5, S21 = 1e-7) 

GPU Memory impact on the MatGen performance 

Medium er, ur: 
percentage usage of medium 

[Scalar,Tensor (Re) / Scalar (Clx) / Tensor (Clx)]  

Q=81 
1 stream 

[s] 

Q=24/81 
1 streams 

[s] 

Q=24/81 
8 streams 

[s] 

[0%     /  0%    / 100%] 20.40 16.35 16.03 
[0%    /  100% /    0%] 18.60 13.34 13.03 
[100% / 0%    /     0%] 15.69 10.29 10.18 

Medium types influence on GPUMatgen performance: 
 similar performance for real scalars and real tensors is achieved (Ji

T er Ji, Ji
T ur

-1 Ji – computed before quadrature loop) 
 complex scalars: Te,Se &Ti, Si complex matrices  -> more duplicates to eliminate (K2) and more data to transfer (K3) 
 complex tensor: Te,Se &Ti, Si complex matrices  -> more duplicates to eliminate (K2) and data to transfer (K3),  longer NI (KCT) 
 Matrix generation time is proportional to the number of tetrahedra assigned to different medium types. Formula to calculate time of 
GPU MatGen in case the NI,COO,CRS,DtH,Add are known for lossless medium:  
 

GPU MatGen ≈ NI * (KR*X + KCS*Y +KCT*Z) + COO * K1 + CRS * K2 + DtH * K3 + Add * K4 
 

ForTesla K40: KR=1.0 (real scalars and tensors), KCS=1.04 (complex scalars), KCT=1.22 (complex tensors), X – percentage of real scalars/tensors, Y – percentage of complex scalars, Z – percentage of 
complex tensors; K1=1.7,K2=1.1,K3=1.6,K4=1.8 for complex scalars or complex tensors, otherwise = 1  

GPU Matgen performance for Lossless, Lossy, Tensor medium: 

Generation time for different medium Optimization over the medium 
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